La Clase de Español

University Beyond Bars

UBB Happy Hour

By Arthur Longworth
At 8:20 on Tuesday and Thursday
mornings, a line of students emerges from
the turn-of-the-century-before-last cell
houses that abut each other. They clack
one at a time through the turnstile crowned
with razor wire that stands beneath the
tower in the center of the prison. When they make it across the
compound to the Program Activities Building, they pour through the
front door and into classroom #2, where they take up seats
around eight long tables pushed together in a square, each man
staking out a space with the books and folders he brought with
him. There are a lot of students, and they’re eager to learn. This is
the Elementary Spanish I course — one of UBB’s most popular
courses.
Why is Spanish such a hit among UBB students? Two reasons:
because learning a language, and the expansion of
communicative and expressive facility one gains through doing it,
is empowering. And because this class is free, not hostage to
whether or not one is able to afford college credit. Both of these
characteristics are important to students who have been filed
away inside the cell houses of an institution populated almost
exclusively by the poorest people in our state.
Art has been a student with UBB since 2008 and currently works as
a UBB Teaching Assistant. This semester, Art is taking Anthropology,
Political Science 101, and Yoga. An award-winning author, Art has
received multiple honors from the PEN American Center for his
entries in their annual Prison Writing Contest.

Freedom through Education

Get together with UBB teachers and volunteers on
the first Sunday of every month at 5PM at 22 on
Capitol Hill (405 15th Avenue East).

Spring 2013

Join us for an informal opportunity to trade
experiences and insights. Folks interested in
volunteering are encouraged to come and meet
current volunteers and learn more about UBB!

EAC News
The Educational Advisory Committee (EAC) helps
UBB design and run its college curriculum. This
group of graduate students and faculty from
regional higher education institutions meets regularly
at the University of Washington, under the
leadership of English professor Gillian Harkins. It is
responsible for maintaining the high quality of the
UBB educational curriculum. Each quarter, the
committee reviews the schedule of for-credit course
offerings, recruits and mentors new teachers, and
reviews course and teacher evaluations. Would you
like to get involved? Please contact us at
info@universitybeyondbars.org

Got connections?
Do you know of an individual, grant, or philanthropic organization that could support our work? Helping us make a
direct connection can make a huge difference. Please contact us at info@universitybeyondbars.org or (206) 276-9128.
University Beyond Bars
PO Box 1267
Poulsbo, Washington 98370

Carol Estes Selected
as Purpose Prize
Fellow
Carol Estes, co-founder of
UBB, was named a Purpose
Prize Fellow in December
2012. The Purpose Prize is
the nation’s only large-scale
investment in social
entrepreneurship and other
creative problem solvers in
the second half of life.
A panel of 23 judges —
leaders in business, politics,
journalism, and the nonprofit
sector — chose the winners
from a pool of more than
800 nominees.
Estes was one of two
Washington State honorees in
2012. An award ceremony
was held in February in San
Francisco honoring the 2012
fellows. Congratulations,
Carol!
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UBB GRADUATION APRIL 30
Five proud families will visit Washington State
Reformatory (WSR) on the evening of April 30 to
watch their sons, fathers, and brothers receive
Associate’s Degrees from Ohio University.
For a Washington prisoner to earn an Associate’s
degree is no easy achievement.
State legislators decided years
ago that no DOC funds can be
spent on higher education for
prisoners, even though college
is the most effective means of
preventing
them
from
committing new crimes and
returning to prison upon
release.

and universities teach the courses based on
curricula designed by these institutions. The
men earn credit by passing tests written by
these
colleges
or
through
portfolio
assessments. That’s how graduates Orlando
Ames, Noel Caldellis, Jeff Foxx, Steven Marlowe,
and Anthony Wright earned their
degrees, though they were able to
receive college credit for some
programs they completed in prison
and others had
AmeriCorps
funding.

Five students
earned their
Associate’s
degree in 2012

“That’s exactly why we started
UBB,” says Gary Idleburg, UBB co-founder and
Board Chair. “College is the best way to stack the
deck in favor of success for released prisoners.
But the going wage for prisoners is 42 cents an
hour, so only prisoners with outside resources
can
afford
to
take
regular
college
correspondence courses, at about $700 each.
We don’t believe access to education should
depend on how much money you have.”
UBB offers college courses through Ohio
University and Edmonds Community College.
Volunteer instructors from Seattle-area colleges

UBB did manage to pay the tuition
for most of the men’s courses,
according to UBB director Carol
Estes, although the organization
has not had the funding for the last
two years to pay the tuition for all students.
“We are very unhappy with this situation,” says
Estes, “and we’re working hard to change it.”
UBB is currently in discussions with several
institutions and government entities to create
partnerships that would allow cheaper tuition.
“Access to college is what we’re after,” says
Estes. “We just want to create the opportunity.
Otherwise, their chances for success are poor.”
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Educational Dreams

A note from the Director

By Michael Darrington

Dear Friends,
Teachers often say that they learn more
from their students than they teach them.
For those of us who teach at UBB, it’s
literally true.
It’s not that our students teach us about
math or English literature. We learn other
things from them. About failure and loss, and the courage to
overcome them. About growing up in violent, brutal places where
most of us have never lived. About never having had a chance, or
maybe worse, having had every chance and blown it. About the
situations and decisions that can land a man in prison and what it
takes to live in what sociologists call a “total institution.“
To most people outside UBB, it would seem strange to talk of
prisoners I admire. But the strength of heart some of them have
managed to summon to overcome, survive, learn, and become a
positive influence in a toxic, dead-end culture is sometimes
astonishing.
For this kind of education in humanity from the men at WSR I have
exchanged a few classes in writing, music theory, and political
science. I got the best of the bargain.
This month is UBB’s eighth anniversary. We have persevered as our
students have taught us, from our first class of 4 students to our
current enrollment of 120 at WSR. Soon we will expand to 2 other
institutions at the Monroe Correctional Complex. We are developing
new partnerships, new sources of funding. But it’s been hard.
Sometimes it feels too hard. When it does, I just look at the example
set by the men on our advisory committee and know that nothing is
too hard.

UBB has done a masterly job of creating
the feel of a real college, attracting
eminently qualified instructors, even
overqualified ones, if there were such a
thing. Professors such as Carrie Matthews,
Brian Gutierrez, and Melanie Hernandez
offer intriguing curricula that keeps me
interested, yet is difficult enough to make
me work hard to achieve the success they expect. Carrie and
Brian co-teach the College Preparatory English class on UW’s
Writing Across the Disciplines model, integrating English with the
study of philosophers such as Mill and Kant. UBB’s seminar-style
classes differ from my previous schooling, allowing special
attention to be given to those who need it and creating an
“everybody knows everybody” feel that helps students succeed.
Although College Prep has been strenuous, it has afforded me
both the knowledge and confidence to do college work.
Teaching assistants are a welcome asset to UBB because they
understand the environment to which UBB students are subject.
With a dedication unmatched in my experience of high-school
and college teachers, they push just as hard as our outside
professors. Anthony Wright, for instance, guides students
through factoring polynomials and the other intricacies of
algebra. Together, the UBB faculty, students, and teaching
assistants inspire us to set an example. Prisoners need and want
programs like UBB, which remind us that with hard work and
dedication we can fulfill our educational dreams.
Michael is a high-school graduate currently working on his
Associate’s degree. He has been with UBB since January 2012
and plans to study psychology. Michael will finish the UBB College
Prep program this semester.

Political Science 101— A Student’s Perspective
Political Science has been an eye-opening experience
for me, especially since I started the class knowing very
little about the intricacies of politics and government.
Our instructor, Katherin Hervey, brings energy and life
to the classroom. She asks us questions that open up
new views of what’s happening in the outside world. I
have gained vital insights into how and why complex
political structures evolved and exist around our world
today. Ms. Hervey chose an aptly titled textbook, “A
Novel Approach to Politics,” for our class. We analyze
contemporary events and issues, using films to illustrate
key concepts and theories. Class discussions are
spirited, reflecting the energy that she brings every
Monday morning at 8:30am.

Political Science 101 — A Teacher’s Perspective

As a result of this course, I now realize that it’s
imperative that we understand how government works.
That way, we can make informed decisions that will
advance real democratic goals and work to promote
the best public policies. I would never have had the
opportunity to think about politics in this way were it
not for UBB. The brilliance and dedication of the UBB
volunteers have opened a whole new world of
possibilities for me.

Even when my students arrive with narrow beliefs on certain
subjects, they are always open-minded and willing to think and
express themselves in new and creative ways. They inspire me as
they continue to find hope and believe in a better world. They
are as creative and willing to change as people on the “outside.”





















From the TA desk >>>

Certificate Pathway
Anthropology
English Prep II
Japanese
Literature and Society
Math Prep II
Music Theory
Persuasive Writing
Studies in Modern Criticism
Studio Art—Painting
Study Hall
Supreme Court Seminar
Understanding Family
Violence
Yoga: Beginner’s Mind
Yoga: Hatha

I arrived at the UBB office in the beginning of December. Since the
New Year, the winds of change have blown through, taking with
them longtime fixtures Noel Caldellis and Devon Adams, and
bringing in my former and now present colleagues William Pawlyk
and Anthony Wright. Noel and Devon were instrumental in setting
up the office and doing the laborious work of cataloguing books,
organizing enrollment, and managing the details of running the program, and they will be
greatly missed — especially when the new TAs can’t find something. Their skill and
dedication inspired the rest of us, and happily, they remain fixtures in many UBB classes
From
the Study
TA desk
and our
weekly
Hall. Together with Arthur Longworth , Anthony Wright, and Vouty
Thol, we look forward to serving UBB in a semester that features not only our stalwarts but
also new teachers and courses — among them Noyuri Soderland’s Japanese, Steve
Herbert’s Supreme Court Seminar, Rachel Oppenheim’s Persuasive Writing, and Nadya
Zimmerman’s Studies in Modern Criticism.
- Atif Rafay
Atif has been with UBB since 2006 and is currently working on his Bachelor’s Degree and
Honors Thesis. This semester, Atif is taking Literature and Society, Studies in Modern
Criticism, and Yoga. In addition to usual TA duties, Atif regularly tutors students in UBB’s
College Prep English, English 101, and math courses.
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I use popular culture through the medium of film to explore
political science concepts. Because students rarely have a space
to fully express themselves within a prison setting, I invite them to
speak their minds, to think critically, and to draw out the
complexities of the concepts they are learning. We discuss
concepts of power, authority, and legitimacy as they relate to
democracy, socialism, capitalism, and international politics.

While I am a teacher, I also learn from them. They demonstrate
the value of UBB: it gives them the options they clearly need and
desire.

- Vouty Thol, UBB student
Vouty has been a student with UBB since 2010 and
currently works as a UBB TA. This semester, Vouty is
taking Math 141: Pre-Calculus, Literature and Society,
and American Literature, 1918 to Present.

SPRING 2013 SCHEDULE
College Pathway
English 101
Math 141: Pre-Calculus
Political Science 101
Spanish 1110

Teaching at UBB is all about the energy and enthusiasm of the
students. They are thoughtful, engaged, and have deep
perspectives on society and our systems of government.

- Katherin Hervey, UBB instructor
Katherin currently teaches POLS 101: An Introduction to Political
Science. She is a former student of Gilda Sheppard, a professor at
Evergreen State College and a long-time volunteer with UBB.
Katherin is an attorney who has worked for Human Rights Watch
and the Los Angeles County Public Defender’s office.

S T U D E N T AC C O M P L I S H M E N T S
UBB student writers continue to find success. We are
pleased to congratulate three students whose articles
have recently been selected for publication and
recognition. This brings our total number of writing
honors to over 15. Congratulations!
Jeremiah Bourgeois has an article forthcoming in
the Ohio State Journal of Criminal Law.
Jeff Conner’s essay “On and On” was selected as
a finalist for the Yale Law Review’s prison writing
contest.
Atif Rafay’s essay “On the Margins of Freedom”
was selected for the anthology Best Canadian
Essays 2012. “Bleak Housing and Black Americans”
was published in the Journal of Poverty, and “An
‘Impossible Profession’?” is forthcoming in Radical
Teacher.

Help us reach our 2013 fundraising goal!
Your donations make college possible for our students. Help us
reach our 2013 fundraising goal of $25,000!


$3,500 = course fees to sponsor a class of 20 students



$525 = course fees for one student to take a full semester
load and earn 12 credit hours



$300 = general student supplies for one semester. Includes a
folder, notepad, pencils, and pens.



$175 = course fees for one Edmonds Community College
course



$100 = annual textbook costs for one student



$30 = fee for Accuplacer college placement exam
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